ASCO products improve reliability, increase efficiency, and streamline compliance. Our new Product Demonstration Trailer shows how.

The trailer is equipped with an ASCO 600-amp 7000 Series H-Frame Isolation Bypass Transfer Switch. View its design; operate, bypass, and isolate the transfer switch; and evaluate the working controller and Touch Display Interface.

Look through the transparent rear to evaluate construction, inspect buswork and cable lugs, and assess cable routing options. It’s the perfect vantage point to see ASCO quality throughout!

Inspect ASCO’s industry-leading transfer switch mechanism and observe its operation. View the component and wiring details that help make ASCO switches the reliable choice.
Experience ASCO products in our interactive 3D Hospital and Data Center displays. Monitor and operate devices using the ASCO Critical Power Management System. Visualize real-time equipment status on one-line diagrams and use Playback and Simulation tools that ease predicative and forensic analyses.

Load Banks and Sigma Hand-held Control

View and operate rugged ASCO Load Banks and Sigma load bank control systems. Learn how load banks facilitate testing, increase compliance, and correct power conditions.

For more information, contact: